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organization Habitat for Humanity
will lose its club status and funding
for the 1997-98 school year as a result
of a recent SGA Judicial Council
decision that labeled the club a
church-affiliated organization. This
decision came on April 3 during a
private SGA Judicial Council
meeting with the judicial council
members, several Habitat members,
SGA president Michael Dean, and
reporter Thomas Hill in attendance.
According to the bylaws of the SGA,
a church-affiliated organization is not
eligible to be an SGA club or receive
club funding.
The incident that sparked the
concern occurred last fall with a mass
mailing of a Habitat flyer which
included the phrase "God's people vandalism and theft."
doing God's work." These words
caught the eyes of many students,
including Michael Dean, mechanical
engineering senior and current SGA
president Dean, who was an SGA
senator at the time, was later elected
president and took office in spring
quarter.
When the subject was brought up
again by another student, Dean
obtained a copy of Habitat's
constitution. He then realized the
SGA office did not have a copy on
file. After noticing obvious religious
wording in the club's constitution,
Dean involved the SGA Judicial
Council.
Much of the controversy revolves
around one sentence in the Habitat for
Humanity constitution which states
that the purpose of the club is ". . to
witness the Gospel of Jesus Christ
throughout the world by working in
cooperation with God's people in
need to create a better habitat in
which to live and work."
Complicating the matter is the fact
that the sentence must be included in
the constitution of any organization
that wishes to be recognized by the
national Habitat for Humanity
organization. The text is therefore not
removable from the bylaws of any
Habitat organization that wishes to
maintain its identity.
The decision to remove Habitat's
funding came from the SGA Judicial
Council. According to Matthew
Weir, senior chemical engineering
major and Chief Justice of the
Judicial Council, this case was.
different from cases of the past. Weir
explained, "I have been a member of
the Judicial Committee for two years,
and in my two years here we have
never performed an interpretation of
the bylaws. We [the SGA Judicial
Committee] have always acted as a
'jury of peers' ruling on disciplinary
actions for mindr offenses like
Weir explained, "In the meeting,
both sides of the issue were heard in
conjunction with the Habitat and
SGA constitutions. In a committee
ruling, a simple majority of the five
voting members is required. We
decided that the constitution of the
organization should be interpreted to
mean that Habitat col Humanity i, a
church-affiliated organization."
However, Weir stressed the fact
that any decision made by the Judicial
Committee can be overruled by the
student Senate by a two-thirds
majority vote.
Weir also wiped to clear up the
misconception from a previous
Thorn article that SGA president
Michael Dean appointed and
presided over that judicial committee.
Weir explained, "Michael Dean did
not appoint the members of this
committee. Those appointments were
made by Shawn Eads, the previous
SGA president And Michael Dean
did not preside over us either. He was
basically. the plaintiff in this case."
Thomas Descoteaux, Habitat
advisor and professor of civil
engineering, thinks the religious
wording in the constitution should be
overlooked in view of the' positive
aspects of the club. He explained, "I
am not happy about the club losing its
funding. I think SGA is making a
mistake. If there was ever an
organization on campus to help the
less fortunate and instill the ideas of
community service, it was Habitat for
Humanity."
Descoteaux is on the Board of
Directors for the local Terre Haute
affiliate of Habitat, and has been the
faculty advisor for the Rose-Hulman
branch since its formation three years
ago. He remarked, "When we [Rose-
Hulman's branch of Habitat for
Humanity] were approved three
years ago, we had the same bylaws
and covenant, and now all of a
sudden this is a major problem."
Renee Schwecke, president of
Habitat and junior civil engineering
major, maintains that the campus
club is not religious in nature. She
commented, "Although the national
chapter was founded on Christian
principles, it was not a religious
organization on the Rose-Hulman
.aIIIpu.r-tvtitylly vi ...en tpua
could be denied membership based
on age, race, or religion." Schwecke
stressed that Habitat was a campus
organization geared strictly towards
community service. She added, "I
don't understand how [SGA] could
have overlooked this for three years,
if it is such a big deal now."
Former Habitat club president and
senior civil engineering major Erik
Moore agreed. Moore remarked,
"Although the founders of the
national organization were religious,
the Rose-Hulman chapter was never
a church-affiliated group."
Moore explained his situation by
saying, "The references to God in our
constitution were pretty much set up
through our national office and there
are certain things that we have to put
in our constitution based on the
national office mandates."
According to Dean, "About ninety
percent of the blame rests on SGA,
because Habitat did not know that
their constitution should have been in
the SGA office." He stated two
reasons why this matter was
overlooked for three years.
Dean explained, "First of all, no
SGA members currently sit on the
student/faculty committee which
approves club constitutions." He
added, "I am making a big push to
add an SGA officer to the committee
so that this doesn't happen again."
Dean further commented,
"Secondly, nobody from SGA ever
told Habitat for Humanity that they
had to have a constitution on file in
the SGA office. It's a matter of SGA
keeping its files up to date."
Dean added, "I wanted to see
Habitat succeed, but I also did what
was required of my position as SGA
president." He further explained,
"My job as head of the executive
branch of the student government is
to enforce the bylaws of the
constitution of the SGA. This is
to the judicial council. In fact, people
told me to turn my head the other
way. But I did what I did because it
was required of my position."
Dean mentioned some of
Habitat's current options for
resolving the situation. One
possibility is changing the Habitat
constitution by removing the
sentence in question. Another
suggestion is changing SGA's
constitution to allow Habitat's club
status. A third alternative is for
Habitat to accept the loss of club
status, but request money at the
beginning of each year through a
special funding request.
Habitat for Humanity will remain
a campus club until May 31, 1997.
Commenting on the long-term future
of the club, Moore said, "Since we
cannot remove that one sentence
from the Habitat constitution, we are
probably going to have find a way to
amend the SGA constitution, which
means coming up with a bylaw that
would allow the Habitat for
Humanity club and other similar
clubs to receive funding, while
Habitat for Humanity members work on a house as part of a
service project. Photo courtesy of Thomas Descoteaux
Math modeling team receives top honors
by Peter Anderson
Thorn Reporter
• A team of Rose-Hulman math
and computer science double
majors earned top honors in a
world-wide math modeling
competition sponsored by the
Consortium for Mathematics and
its Applications (COMAP) in
February. The team consisted of
senior Jayme Moore and juniors
Josh Horstman and Jamie
Kawabata.
The four-day competition
started at 12:01 a.m. Friday, Feb. 7
and lasted until 5 p.m. Monday,
Feb. 10. By that time, the team
must have written a paper outlining
their solution to a spenfic problem.
Math professor Aaron
Klebanoff said, "It's a marathon.
There is something to be said about
just finishing and turning in
something of substance."
There were two problems to
• choose from in the competition.
One dealt with the hunting strategy
of the velociraptor, and the other
was a scheduling problem. There
were 409 teams that successfully
completed the problem. Of them,
62 were declared meritorious (37
worked on the velociraptor
problem and 25 worked on the
scheduling problem). Only nine
received an outstanding rating, the
highest rating given by COMAP.
The 409 teams came from eight
different countries, with the
majority coming from the United
States and China. There were also
teams entered from Australia,
Canada, South Africa, Ireland,
Lithuania, and Hong Kong.
The Rose-Hulman team
received one of the nine
outstanding awards for their
solution to the scheduling problem.
The accomplishment means that
their paper will be published in the
Journal of Undergraduate
Mathematics and its Applications
(UMAP). •
In addition, the Institute for
Operations Research and
Management Sciences
(INFORMS) selected the team's
entry as being the best of the four
outstanding papers on the
scheduling problem. Each team
member will receive a certificate,
$300 cash and a one-year student
membership in INFORMS.
Horstman commented, "Since
we won, all of the math professors
have been shaking our hands every
time they see us."
Klebanoff emphasized that this
is a world-wide competition, not
local or national. The team's paper
was selected as the best in the
world.
"We're super proud of them in
the math department," Klebanoff
said. "We're the best and we're
proud of it."
Klebanoff assembled the team
based on the members'
backgrounds in computer science
and mathematics. He added,
"Moore was on a team last year and
I wanted him to lead the team.
They had all the tools to do well,
and they sure did."
The team locked themselves in
the imaging lab for the weekend
and began working on the problem.
They managed to receive the top
honor despite some computer
network problems which occurred
that weekend. The router was down
for most of Saturday and the team
was unable to work on the problem
for about six hours.
Klebanoff explained the
seriousness of the networking
problem. He said, "Imagine racing
in the fridy 500 and having a flat
tire for 50 laps. They could not do
anything while those machines
were down."
While Moore had participated
in the modeling competition
before, Horstman had not.
Horstman remarked, "I knew it
would be a whole weekend, but I
didn't realize how intense it would
be." He added, "It was fun. We got
along really well."
Moore had several reasons for
participating in the competition. He
commented, "The problems we
work on are pretty interesting. I
thought writing die -paper would be
good for grad school and a career
after grad school."
Both Moore and Horstman had
advice for future competitors.
Moore advised, "Make sure you
start your paper early. If you think
you are starting too early, you are
probably starting too late." He also
recommended that team members
look at papers that were previously
written for the competition.
In addition, the team members
must interact well. Horstman said
of their team, "Team dynamics
worked really well. One of us
would start a sentence and the
other would finish it."
Horstman plans to compete
again next year and hopes to work
with Kawabata again.
Two other teanfs from Rose-
Hulman also competed, but results
have not been officially
announced. Only those who
received an outstanding rating
have been officially released.
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Apr. 25
Last Date To Drop Course Without Penalty
Apr. 26
Campus Beautification Day, 8:30-11:30 a.m. (Pig Roast At
11:30 a.m.)
May 2
AL(1) Basketball Marathon, Shook Fieldhouse, 6
p.m. (Through 6 p.m. Saturday)
May 9
Spring Carnival, Shook Fieldhouse(In Case of Rain)
Today and Tomorrow
Fri., Apr. 25-Last Date To Drop Course Without Penalty
Fri., Apr. 25-TASC Symposium, "Ideas To Inventions," North
Room, 9 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.:
* Session 1: "How To Protect Your Ideas," 9 am.
* Session 2: "How To Describe Your Ideas," 10 am.
* Session 3: "How To Find Information Concerning Your
Ideas," II am.
* Lunch: I 1:45 a.m.
* Session 4: Panel Discussion On Technology Transfer, 1:30
p.m.
* Session 5: Panel Discussion On State/Local Sources For
Technical
Assistance, 2:45 p.m.
* Reception, 3:45 p.m.
Fri., Apr. 25-Chemistry & Life Sciences Seminar, "Host
Defense Mechanisms To Infectious Diseaw," James
Saunders of Parke-Davis Pharmaceutical Research, 0-157,9
a.m.
Fri., Apr. 25-Wabash Valey/Trees Inc. Arbor Day Celebration,
Front Lawn, 12:30 p.m.
Fri., Apr. 25-Golf, at Ohio Wesleyan Invitational, Galena, Ohio
Sat., Apr. 26-Campus Beautification Day, 8:30-11:30 am.
(Pig Roast At 11:30 a.m.)
Sat., Apr. 26-President's Appreciation Dinner/Dedication Of
Bemie & Theresa Vonderschmidt Student Dining Facilities,
Hulman Union, 7 p.m.
Sat.. Apr. 26-Baseball, at Manchester College, North
Manchester, I p.m. (ICAC DH)
Sat__ A nr_ 26-Track at ICA r
11 a.m.
Sat., Apr. 26-Golf, at Ohio Wesleyan Invitational, Galena,
Ohio
Sat., Apr. 26-Soccer, at Anderson University Invitational, 8
am.
April 27-May 3
Sun., Apr. 27-Men's Tennis, Elmhurst College/Illinois College,
at Rea Park Courts, 9 a.m. ,
Sun., Apr. 27-Baseball, at Mount St. Joseph, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Noon
Sun., Apr. 27-Golf, at ICAC Championships, Franklin, All Day
Mon., Apr. 28-President's Administrative Council, North
Room, Hulman Union, 8 a.m.
Mon., Apr. 28-Golf, at ICAC Championships, Franklin, All
Day
Mon., Apr. 28-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program: Chemistry I, G-221, 7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics
G-219, 7-8:30 p.m.
Tues., Apr. 29-Registration For Fall Quarter
Tues., Apr. 29-Thesis Defense, "Speaker-Dependent Isolated-
Word Recognition By Hidden Marlcov Models," Ting Peng,
B-108, 3:30 p.m.
Tues., Apr. 29-Air Force ROTC Parade, Phil Brown Field, 5
p.m.
Tues., Apr. 29-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program: Graves' Calculus II, G-308, 7-8:30 p.m.
Wed., Apr. 30-Netscape Mail Workshop, G-103, 1:30-3 p.m.
(Call Ext. 8265 To Sign Up)
Wed., Apr. 30-Educational Seminar On Using Laptops In
Mathematics, Freshman Composition, Graphical
Communication And Upper-Level Classes, 0-259,5:15 p.m.
Wed., Apr. 30-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program: Chemistry I, G-22l , 7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics
ID, G-219, 7-8:30 p.m.
u1.,4 , WI _IV Roephall, rlituT rnmmtinity Cnilege. Art
Nehf Field, 2:30 p.m. (DH)
Thur., May 1-Physics & Applied Optics Colloquium, 'Optics
Art In Nature And In The Laboratory," Jean Bennett of
Michelson Laboratory, Naval Air Warfare Center, E- l 04,
4:30 p.m.
Finding it hard to keep













Thur., May 1-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program: Graves Calculus 11, G-308, 7-8:30 p.m.
Fri., May 2-Drama Club, 'The Music Man," Moench Hall
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Fri., May 2-Delta Sigma Ftii Basketball Marathon, Shook
Fieldhouse, 6 p.m. (Through 6 p.m. Saturday)
Fri., May 2-Sunrayce Vehicle Inspections, GM Proving
Grounds, Milford, Mich.
Sat., May 3-Family Day
* Row Show, Exhibits Throughout Campus, Noon to 3 p.m.
* Parents' Association Family Cookout, E.E. Black Center, 1
p.m.
* Drama Club, 'The Music Man," Moench Hall Auditorium,
2:30 p.m. (Matinee) and 8 p.m.
Sat., May 3-Honors & Awards Banquet, Main Dining Room,
5:30 p.m.
Sat., May 3-Air Force ROTC Spring Awards, ISU Hulman
Union, 10.30 am.
Sat., May 3-Sunryace Vehicle Inspections, GM Proving
Grounds, Milford, Mich.
Sat, May 3-Baseball, at Anderson University, Anderson, 1
p.m. (ICAC DH)
Sat., May 3-Track, at DePauw University, Greencastle, 11 am.
May 4-9
Sun., May 4 Greek Games:
* Cart Races, In Front Of Hadley Hall, 10 am.
* Obstacle Course, Front Lawn, 1030 am.
* Canoe Races, Speed Lake, 11:30 am.
* Picnic, Hulman Union, 12:30 p.m.
Mystery Event, 2 p.m.
* Tug-O-War, Phil Brown Field, 2:45 p.m.
* 15-Man Pyramid Contest, Phil Brown Field, 4 p.m.
* Awards Presentation, Phil Brown Field, After Pyramid
Contest
Sun., May 4-Baseball, Thomas More College, Art Nehf Field,
May 4-9 (continued)
1 p.m. (DH)
Sun., May 4 Sunrayce Qualifications, GM Proving Grounds, Milford,
Mich., All Day
Mon., May 5-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction Program:
Chemistry I, G-221, 7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics DI, G-219, 7-8:30 p.m.
Tues., May 6-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction Program: Graves'
Calculus II, G-308, 7-8:30 p.m.
Wed., May 7-President's Administrative Council, North Room, Hulman
Union, 8 am.
Wed., May 7-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction Program:
Chemistry I, G-221, 7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics 111, G-219, 7-8:30 p.m.
Thur., May 8-Learning Center Supplemental Instruction Program: Graves'
Calculus 11, 0-308,7-8:30 p.m.
Fri.., May 9-Spring Carnival, Shook Fieldhouse (In Case Of Rain)
Fri.., May 9-Drama Club Musical, 'The Music Man," Moench Hall
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Fri.., May 9-Baseball, at ICAC Tournament, Site & Times 'TBA
Fri.., May 9-Tennis, at NCAA Div. DI Midwest Regional Toumment,
Greencastle, Ind.
Submissions To Campus Events
Events may be published in Campus Events
by any organization or individual. Information
on club meetings, lectures/speeches, and athletic
events, including announcements of times and
locations may be submitted to Campus Calendar,
in care of Dale Long, associate director of
communications, at Box 14 or extension 8418.
More detailed articles containing plans, agendas,
and specific information should be submitted to
the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by
Wednesday, at noon, in order to be published in
Campus Events in the Rose Thorn on Friday.
M11-




11 a.m. - Midnight
7 Days a Week
FREE DELIVERY (minimum $5.00)
College Student Specials
Off-campus students add SCK
Pizza
7" 12" 14" 16" 
Cheese L95 4.80 5.90 7.00
1-item 2.30 6.30 7.40 8.50
2-item 2.65 7.10 8.30 9.50
3-item 3.20 7.90 9.20 10.50





Logan Library at Rose-Hulman has
recently acquired a subscription to the services
of Britannica Online. The service will aid stu-
dents with doing research on the Internet..
According to John Robson, library direc-
tor, access to Britannica Online has the poten-
tial to be very useful to the Rose-Hulman
community. One major benefit is that it can be
used at any time. Britannica Online is accessi-
ble over the Internet, so it can be used from
any computer on the campus network. Robson
commented, "[Students] are not dependent on
the library. If they want to look something up
at 2 a.m., they can."
Another benefit of the service is that the
information is updated quarterly. Robson indi-
cated that this makes the service more current
than anything in print. In addition, Britannica
Online has a detailed
indexing system so
the user can config-





At the end of its
articles, Britannica
Online also provides
links to other we.
sites where the user
can obtain more
information. In addi-





Robson said that the library was involved
in trial programs with Britannica Online ear-
lier this year. Students, faculty, and staff mem-
bers were given an opportunity to evaluate the
service. Robson stated that after the trial
period, Reference Librarian Dong Zhao gath-
ered student, faculty, and staff comments. The
comments were positive, so .a decision was
made to subscribe to the service.
Britannica Online is a service purchased
through a yearly subscription. The fees are
based on the potential amount of student use.
Robson feels that the service has "good future
prospects." He believes that it would also be
beneficial to have many periodicals in elec-
tronic format.
Anyone networked on campus or by dial-
up connection can use Britannica Online by
going to http://www.eb.com:180.
,
Andrew Harrison does research from his dorm room using
Britannica Online. Photo by Chris Hansen
real
Additional Menu Items 
Sandwiches $3.45 St 3.95
Bread Stix - w/Cheese .... 1.50
Garlic Knots, Cinnamon
Knots or Butter Knots ... 1.60
Garlic Bread  1.45
Garlic Bread & Cheese  1.95
Hot Wings (10 pcs.)  3.50
BBQ Wings (10 pcs.)  3.50
Full Spaghetti  2.99
Works Items: Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Olives, and Green Peppers.
Ingredients: Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Olives, Black Olives, Green Peppers,
Pepperoncini, Jalepeno Peppers, Ham, Beef, Canadian Bacon, Fresh Bacon Pieces and Anchovies.
SPECIAL: 2 sandwiches for $5.90
Ham & Cheese - Ham, Provolone, Mozzarella, Parmesan $3.45
Hoagie - Ham, Salami, Provolone Cheese, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions', Spices 3.45
Stromboli - Pizza Sauce, Sausage, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Barbeque Stromboli - BBQ Sauce, Sausage, Cheese, Spices, Onions 3.45
Pepperoli - Pizza Sauce, Pepperoni, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Submarine - Pizza Sauce, Salami, Canadian Bacon, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Gyro - Lamb & Beef, Onions, Tomatoes, Sour Cream on Pita Bread 3.45
Roast Beef - Roast Beef, Onions, Provolone Cheese  3.95
Turkey Club - Turkey Breast, Fresh Bacon Bits, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions & Mayo 3.95
Meatball - Meatballs, Spaghetti Sauce, Cheese, Spices  3.95
Italian Beef - Served with onion & provolone cheese on our Fresh Sub Bun 3.95
Pork BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun 3_95
Beef BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun 3.95
Chicken BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun 3.95
Steak Hoagie - Steak, onions & provolone cheese on our Fresh Sub Bun 3.95
Ex. Veg. - 301 Ex. Cheese - 504 Ex. Meat - $1.00
Reg. Salad $1.45 Chef Salad $3.50
Drinks 95a Pitchers, Soft Drink 2.75
Prices include Tax
IRECEIVE $1.00 OFF ANY 12", 14" OR 16" PIZZA WITH THIS AU(
L ________________ ___ _J
Loyless to succeed Reeves
by James Tedrick
Thorn'Reporter
Loyless comes from Lyon College in
Batesville, Arkansas, where he is the vice
president for institutional advancement, a post
he served in for ten years. Previously, he has
been vice president of the college, vice presi-
dent for development, and chairman of his-
tory and government at Centenary College of
Louisiana. He received his doctorate in gov-
ernment from American University in Wash-
ington, DC.
Loyless was the recipient of the National
Society of Fundraising Executives' Fund-
Raiser of the Year in 1994, and has served as
the chairman of the board of directors for the
Council for the Advancement and Support of
Education's (CASE) District 4. Currently, he
serves on the board of directors for CASE
International. Moving with Dr. Loyless is his
wife, Carol, who is a high school history
teacher.
Loyless comes to R'bse bringing four
main goals: sustain and complete the "Vision
to be the Best" fundraising program, plan the
follow-up campaign, raise the national image
and recognition of Rose-Hulman, and sustain
the team effort that is currently underway in
the Development and External Affairs office.
In addition to these goals, Ron Reeves,
Fundraising responsibilities will change whose decision to retire in July led to the
this summer as current Vice President for search that resulted in Dr. Loyless's selection,
Development and External Affairs Ron has said two more challenges await Loyless.
Reeves will retire and Dr. Darrell Loyless will These include becoming acquainted with the
take over the position. constituency at Rose, as well as knowing the
staff and their capabilities.
Dr. Roper, vice president for planning and
data systems, headed the selection committee.
Over a 5 month period, the committee chose
from hundreds of applications for the posi-
tion,and reduced the list to "about half of a
dozen top choices." Four of these top choices
were invited to the campus.
Reeves, who advised the committee, said
"I felt [Dr. Loyless] was the only one I talked
with [about] the overall scope of development
and external affairs," whereas other candi-
dates had only a narrower "specialization" in
the field.
Dr. Loyless heard about the search for a
new vice president from a colleague in
Arkansas and was encouraged by the col-
league to apply for the position. He was
attracted by the strong academic program and
the strong community feeling at Rose.
Loyless also commented that Rose's
ambitions and goals for the future appealed to
him. The Way people came and remained at
Rose impressed him. He hopes to fit in and
make a lasting contribution.
Staff concerns addressed
by Thu Vu Pham
Thorn Reporter
On April 17, President Samuel Hulbert
held a faculty and staff meeting to allow the
faculty and staff to discuss any concerns. Hul-
bert felt that after previous meetings with the
faculty and staff concerning morale issues
everyone needed another meeting to openly
share their concerns. According to Hulbert,
this was an opportunity for the administration
to continue making Rose-Hulman "a place
where everyone is open and treated with
respect."
At the meeting, Hulbert said there was a
huge concern for the need of improving com-
munication at Rose-Hulman. A rumor was dis-
missed when members of the housekeeping
staff expressed concern over a possibility that
Rose-Hulman would contract out housekeep-
ing services to an outside firm. Hulbert
stressed, "I'm very much opposed to contract
services."
Hulbert explained at other schools there
are services such as bookstores, medical ser-
vices, and computer administrative services
that are operated by firms outside the school's
jurisdiction. Hulbert told the housekeeping
staff that even though such contracts would
save money, Rose-Hulman would not contract
out housekeeping. This was a large relief to
members of the housekeeping staff concerned
with job security.
Unfortunately, job security is still a major
concern for the whole staff on campus.
According to Cliff Grigg, professor of electri-
cal and computer engineering, for the past year
the staff feels less secure with their contracts
on campus.
Grigg explained that the staff had received
an annual letter of appointment with the word-
ing for an annual contract. However, for the
past year less time has elapsed between suc-
cessive contracts. Grigg said, "[The short term
contract] is a significant reduction in job secu-
rity [to the staff]. They're on much thinner ice
than the faculty."
Worrying over job security is a concern
that effects both the staff and the faculty and
eventually to the whole campus. Grigg noted,
"The faculty is concerned that the staff is con-
cerned."
The reason for staff concern arises from
recent developments on lack of faculty and
staff involvement in decision-making pro-
cesses. Dr. Hulbert mentioned that several fac-
ulty and staff members were concerned about
a recent change of insurance policy. In past
years, the faculty and staff were allowed to
choose between two insurance providers, Blue
Cross/Blue Shield and HealthSource. How-
ever the cost of insurance was rising. Hulbert
said the school spends approximately $1.6 mil-
lion each year on medical insurance. The
administration needed to reduce the ten per-
cent annual increase in health care to five per-
cent.
Hulbert explained, "My judgement was to
get the cost under control. Unfortunately, [the
administration] did not have as many people in
the discussion [to change providers] as we
should have."
The lack of discussions led the staff to
become fearful of job security in light of their
short-term contracts. Grigg commented, "I
think what upset a lot of people because the
decision was made without discussions."
Gary Burgess, technician for physics and
applied optics, remarked, "The faculty and
staff were not involved in selection process for
insurance [provider]." He added, "[The plan]
was presented as if we didn't have a choice."
The change in insurance policy made all
the faculty and staff join the Rose-Hulman
employee benefit plan. Under the new plan,
members have to follow the "point of pro-
vider" insurance. This means they must get a
physician's permission for many more items
than the previous plan required. Hulbert also
acknowledged that the new insurance did cre-
ate more co-payment for some than others.
Grigg remarked, "Overall, the insurance is
not a bad health plan, but not quire as good [as
previous plans]." Hulbert said the problem
concerning the insurance provider may be
eliminated by joining another plan. This would
be an acceptable alternative as long as the
administration can get the rising cost under
control.
In responding to staff concerns, Hulbert
emphasized, "The most important thing [at
Rose-Hulman] are people and the sense of
community."
1 Campus Beautification Day
will take place on Saturday, April 26.
Job assignments and tool pick-up will occur from 8:30 to
9:00 a.m. on the north side of Moench parking lot near
the maintenance buildings. There will be a pig roast on
the south side of the Union building at 11:30 a.m.. }






This A&M Records release is a good example of what's good in pop alternative music
these days. The Caulfields express the views of young adults in a pretty much upbeat way
that is a lot of fun to listen to. You just have to smile when you listen to this album.
Recommended tracks to request: "Waiting to Cry," "Heaven on the Moon," and "Invin-
cible"
Progressive Alternative
The Jayhawks, Sound of! ies
This new release on the American label is a terrific mix of alternative, country, and folk.
The Jayhawks use acoustic and electric instruments, plus violins, pianos, and great melodic
vocals to make an album that is great the whole way through. They use their everyday tri-
umphs and tribulations to write songs that are somewhat reminiscent of the Grateful Dead
and other traveling bands.
Recommended tracks: "The Man Who Loved Life," "Trouble," and "Poor Little Fish"
Loud Rock
N I L 8 , doug
This funk metal band for the Springfield, IL, area has come out with their third release on
Fuse Records. Their clever lyrics are about everything from cartoons to the evil ways of talk
show hosts. All of which are backed by funk/metal riffs and rhythms. Their strange mix of
genres and ever present nature to have fun make them a treat to listen to.
Recommended tracks: "Land of the Lost" and "Zombie Slut"
Punk
Pennywise, Full Circle 
Pennywise's newest release on Epitaph has just about everything that has made them one
of the premiere punk bands of Generation X. Like most good punk bands, Pennywise
expresses the feelings of those put down by the man, and the everyday struggle to survive in a
very messed-up world. Driving rhythms that are full of emotion push your aggressions and
fill you with a want to destroy the man. This album is dedicated to their former bassist, Jason
Thirsk, who passed away in the summer of 1996.
Recommended tracks: "Society," "Running Out of Time," and "Did You Really"
If you would like to get involved in WMHD as a DJ or in any other area, please contact
them at Box 2039 or campus extension 8350. Music request lines are x8376 or 877-2623.
eat 'a &wet
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impelling my existence forward
instead of nowhere
in an eye-blink I know
the blood is all I have.
by Cat Miller
Letters to the Editor
Response to Habitat for Humanity article
Dear Editor,
After reading one of the articles in Iasi weeks Thorn, I must admit that I
was shocked and rather upset. The article to which I am referring is the article
written by Tom Hill about SGA's decision on Habitat for Humanity, titled
‘"SGA's decision on Habitat for Humanity questioned." As chief justice of
SGA's Judicial Council, I noticed discrepancies in the article that upset me.
First, the Judicial Council was not appointed by Michael Dean as the article
suggests. Rather, we were appointed by Shawn Fads, the former studera body
resident. Second, Habitat for Humanity did not lose its club status because it
.:printed an "unacceptable- motto. The decision was based on Habitat for
Rumanity's own by-laws as well as other factors. Third, I believe that the Judi-
We/al Council members are qualified to make this interpretation of the institutes
by-laws, I know all of the justices well and feel that they would not make a
hasty or unjustified decision, Fourth, I was a member of the football team for
our years, and we did not have a team prayer before OUT games.
.11...The next time an opinionated article is written, it would be wise to base
.4....neent on facts, rather than misinformation, -
The Bookstore offers a check cashing service for students, faculty,
and staff. Checks up to the amount of $100.00 may be cashed, Monday
thru Friday, 8:00am to 4:30pm. No checks cashed on Saturday.
Seniors: caps and gowns for graduation are in. Please come to the
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As the train pulls into the
station, I realize that my
journey has ended. Twenty-
one .hours of train and ferry
travel has brought me back
home, well almost. I do
somewhat cOnsider this place,
Stuttgart, Germany, my home,
even though I will always be
an American at heart.
Studying abroad this year has
definitely been a learning
experience, if not always in the
classroom.
I will not lie and say that
my time here has been a
smooth effortless ride. I have
had been taken on a roller
coaster of a ride over the last
eight months. I have definitely
had my low points, though
most were during the whole
adjust-the-way-you-'perceive-
the-world period. As an
American, I was used to total
freedom. I am not saying that
Germany has any less freedom
than Americans in the true
sense of freedom. I should say
that we have total
convenience. We are the most
convenient nation in the world
with a twenty-four hour store
and mini mall at every turn.
There were many different
adjustments that I had to make
during my stay in Germany.
Germans, as a whole, are
much more shut off than
Americans. They love their
personal space. Anything or
anyone that invades that space
is almost immediately
shunned. We all love our
personal space, but the
Germans are a little more
ardent about it. The language
even has the polite case of
addressing people whom you
don't know that well. It is
generally considered rude to
smile at anybody that you
haven't known for a long time.
Eye contact on the street with a
stranger is a definite violation
of the sacred limit of personal
space. You will never find a
check out lady in a super
market that will say "Can I do
anything else for you honey?"
like you would in the South.
In fact you are lucky if she
says anything to you but the
price. I must add that Germans
are warm people but generally
only to a certain close knit









Hold off that engineering carer
and become a...
Sports Reporter Columnist
Advertising Assistant News Reporter




Call x8255 for details
or stop by the Thorn Office in the Union
very hard for a foreigner, such
as yours truly, to make friends,
hence the loneliness at the
beginning of my stint here.
I would like to add a side
note so that other cultures also
have different ideas about
personal space. The Italians
don't believe in personal space
whatsoever. They will speak
very loudly in your face and
wave their hands wildly as
they tell you to have a nice day
or that the grocery store is just
around the corner.
Another thing I'd like to
mention deals with generalities
and trends when I speak of the
German people, not on a
person to person basis. Not all
Germans have all of the traits
that I mention or to the degree.
Germany as a whole is one
huge registration for
foreigners. I lost track of how
many different things I had to
register for but here are a few
examples. I registered to
attend the University of
Stuttgart the spring before I
came here. When I arrived
here I had to fill out the same
form again and then stand in a
line for an hour. Upon turning
in this registration form, I was
the happy recipient of an even
longer form which contained
the same questions only in
triplicate. I had to register
with the police just like all
Germans do when they move
to another town. It reminds of
the line in Orwell's 1984, "Big
Brother is watching you".
But I must say the most
memorable registration was for
my Visa. had to go to an
office that is only open four
hours a day, very common
among all government offices,
to the designated part where
my last name falls and then
stand in line for an hour which,
at the completion I was the
proud recipient of a number to
stand in another, slower line.
It took me a full six weeks
before I was totally reiisteted
with everything that I needed.
An American I met in the
subway summed up the whole
registration system when he
said, "Germany runs on
paper."
I could have completed all
of the registration in about a
week, if I didn't have to
schedule my entire life around
the off the wall hours of the
offices. Nearly all offices that
are an extension of the
government have very short,
sporadic hours that I have to
plan my life around. They also
ardently hold to the opening
and closing times. I missed
the one hour window of work
by three minutes. to buy
washing tokens. The
Hausmeister, the one in charge
of the student housing,
refused to sell me the tokens. I
had to live in my sweats for the
weekend.
There were also the little
things such as finding out
where to shop for groceries,
learning that Germans will
obey a "Don't Walk" signal
even though there is no car for
miles and of course the whole
language barrier thing.
If it sounds like studying
abroad is stressful, it is. But I
wouldn't trade my time here
for anything. In fact I would
strongly recommend doing the
same to anybody. But the
reasons behind that
recommendation are too, long
and varied for the likes of this
article and need to be
addressed a later edition.
Spring break shows how





Two weeks ago, my
roommate, Bob Voros, and
myself headed off at 3:30 in the
morning for Montreal,
Canada. The week was ours to
spend as we pleased. The best
way we could do that was by
(1) getting as far away from
Rose-Hulman as possible, and
(2) visiting another country for
a week. Also, the fact that
Bob's girlfriend goes to school
in Montreal helped convinced
us to do both.
After 14 hours of driving,
we arrived at a residence hall
of McGill University, one of
Montreal's oldest colleges.
Immediately, we saw that the
age of the college had nothing
to do with the diversity of
either the students attending or
the city it was located.




So what do you think we
did on the first Monday of our
break? Instead of seeing the
city, we decided to go to
class. Bob's girlfriend is a
chemical engineering major,
so we thought it might be
interesting just to see what
classes at another school would
be like. It was a Chem-E
thermodynamics class, so it
wasn't like either Bob or I
cared (being the ME's that we
are).
A couple of things were
made clear, though, at the onset
of the class. Rose-Hulman is a
top-notch engineering
college. Its small classes and
dedicated professors and staff
are wonderful, at least
compared to a large college
like McGill. It was quite clear
that the education received at
Rose was by far better.
The other thing that was
clear was that Rose-Hulman
has the diversity of a
cornfield—corn and nothing
but corn. That's the analogy I
conclude. Bob and I sat in a
cafeteria waiting for his
girlfriend one • afternoon,
overwhelmed by the different
styles and faces and ideas
pouring in and out of the noisy,
crowded room. The place
exuded life, as with the rest of
Montreal. The only thing Terre
Haute had in common was a
French name.
After spending a week
there, it was obvious that there
seemed to be some trade-off
for education. You could
spend equal amounts of money
to attend a top-notch school
that spit out excellent,
intelligent engineers, or attend
a culturally diverse school
whose students go on to get
fairly well-paying jobs, but
knew a lot more about life. So,
where does the optimum trade-
off lie?
There's a balance, of
course, but I think it varies
from person to person. Sure,
there are some students at Rose
who could easily fit in quite
well at McGill, and vise-versa
for some McGill students. On
the whole, though, Rose is
built for the conservative of
heart. In some ways, that's
good, in others, bad.
Rose-Hulman is doubtless
a great institution. I have no
doubts about my decision to
come here nearly three years
ago. There are several things
that could be changed about
life and education here,
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Top Ten Awards the Thorn Decided
They Were Too Cool to Accept
10) The Clabber Girl Trophy
9) Best Use of word "Muleteer" in news article
8) Heaviest Stringer, Billy Bob's Backwoods Bass Bash
7) John Birch Society Progressive Newspaper Award
6) Slappy's Malt Liquor Toilet Paper Substitute Award
5) Best Milking, Hairless, Rodent-type character in a comic
4) Most consecutive non-funny Top Ten lists Award
3) Parakeet Cage Owner's Association Liner Medal
2) Guest of Honor, Thorn Memorial Pancake Breakfast
(sponsored by those fine folks of S(A)
1) Best newspaper in Vigo County of all schools that begin
with an R and have a hyphen who recently went coed
'
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A recent coup at the Thorn office resulted in the old, marginally competent editors
being replaced by this bunch of morons. Sorry for the inconvenience. —ed.
Friday: Ball-Bearing babies are sold
through O'Donell's fast food chains
(MANX! MANX! 
Oh my God! Where you









A strange epidemic of odd
mutations have been occurring
In large numbers all over the
\fountry. Doctor's still aren't..
Do we need a copyright for that?
Part 2???
BY
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Rose needs to evaluate conference situation seriously
by Pete Papavasiliou
Thorn Columnist
z 1 I spent most of the day yester-
v.i. day asking students what they
uori, thought about Rose-Hulman's
91ilL, athletic conference dilemma. The




"It sucks. You can quote me on
that."
I was surprised at the apathy,
D4. because this really is a big deal.
-.:1° What Rose decides to do with its
.14 athletic department will likely
affect every student at Rose. In
the balance hangs the reputation
of the school, a good portion of
the financial resources of Rose-
Hulman, and the quality of edu-
cation at Rose. Even this year's
graduates should be concerned
because this decision may affect
the prestige of their alma mater.
A good 80% of the interviewed
students registered what
amounts to no opinion. The
m remainder offered opinions so
,tint. uninformed that they could
hardly be credible. The legendary
Rose apathy had struck again.
Most people didn't care, and
those who did didn't care enough
to get the facts.
The facts are that (a) DePauw
University has announced an
intention to leave the Indiana
Collegiate Athletic Conference,
of which Rose-Hulman is a mem-
ber, to join the Southern Colle-
giate Athletic Conference, that
(b) Wabash College has stated
3.1 that it will seek to leave the
7 ICAC as well, pending the depar-




2 bedroom and efficiency for rent.
Call for details 232-3405.
Apts. for rent on S. 6th St. 1-6 bdrms.
available. Very nice, lots of extras,
rf Sharp Flats LLC. 877-1146.
5, Female needing roommate to share
expenses. $300 a month plus $150
deposit. References requested. For
more details see Luann Hastings in
the financial aid office or call ext.
8483.
NOW RENTING: Large houses w/
3-8 bedrooms, 2+bath, central air,
dishwasher, stove, fridge, and all
furniture. Includes beds and desks,
etc. All in excellent neighborhoods
and convenient to campus. We cater
to Rose students' needs and we have
references for you. Alumni-owned
and operated. Call 235-8992.
3 Bedroom Duplex. Appliances
included w/ dishwasher. 1-1/2 baths.
Newly decorated $455/ month. Ill S.
18th St. Call 235-8573 afternoons or
• 232-6479 evenings.
FOR RENT: 2-8 bedroom houses and
apartments near Rose-Hulman and
I.S.U. Furnished and Unfurnished.
Clean and in excellent condition. Call
877-2910.
Apartment for Sublease April - July
(can re-lease for 97-98) located at
Sycamore Place. 2 bedrooms, please
call ASAP 234-9237.
FOR RENT: 5 bedroom house,
central air, washer/dryer, 2 full
bathsand more 515 Crawford, Sharp
Flats. 877-1146
FOR RENT: Great 6 bedroom house,
central air, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
off street parking. 923 S 6th St.,
Sharp Flats. 877-1146
Efficiencies and one bedrooms for
rent. Starting at $250. Sharp Flats.
877-1146
Rose-Hulman is considering
leaving the ICAC, and is pri-
marily interested in member-
ship in the SCAC.
Joining the SCAC would
increase Rose-Hulman's ath-
letic travel budget from about
$19,000 yearly to a whopping
$62,000 - $69,000 annually.
Further, the championship
events could cost a succesful
year's athletic budget an addi-
tional $50,000 in travel to the
SCAC's biannual sports festi-
vals. In addition, travel times
would increase, because the
schools of the SCAC are
located as far away as Atlanta,
global e-mail message outlin-
ing the situation. The e-mail
was supplemented by a survey
sent out through campus mail,
and clarified by an excellent
article in the April 18 issue of
the Rose Thorn, written by new
editor-in-chief Joel Gillespie.
All these facts are available, if
you look.
But the facts don't tell the
whole story.
The real question to ask is
where does the future of Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technol-
ogy lie? If the issue wasn't
being forced upon Rose, then
no action would be necessary,
the ideal choice for the insti-
tute. If Rose accepts any other
option, then it is taking second
best.
Surely, there are concerns.
Foremost among these is cost.
Several of the people I inter-
viewed were deeply concerned
with the additional money that
would have to be spent.
A Rose professor noted that
class sizes were getting a bit
large, and that laptop rentals
should be subsidized by the
school. He said that these
should be much higher priori-
ties for the school. I agree.
A Rose-Hulman athletic
"What Rose decides to do with its athletics department will likely
affect every student at Rose. In the balance hangs the reputation of
the school, a good portion of the financial resources of Rose-Hulman,
and the quality of education at Rose."
Georgia and San Antonio,
Texas. Many students would
miss classes, and the parents
and friends of many Rose ath-
letes would be unable to attend
games.
As unpopular as that might
seem, it is equally unsavory to
stay in a the depleted ICAC,
where Rose would be the only
academically selective mem-
ber, or to join the Collegiate
Conference of Illinois and Wis-
consin, in which many schools
offer financial assistance to
their student athletes. Operat-
ing as an independent was like-
wise unpopular. In short, there
is no easy answer.
All these facts were reported
to Rose students last week in a
Apartments for rent on S. 6th St. 1-6
bedrooms available. Very nice, lots of
extras. Sharp Flats. 877-1146
Furnished one bedroom apartment
available Fall quarter. $250 includes
utilities . Contact Dr. Ditteon
(CL108, Box 171, ext. 8247 or 299-
5182) for more information.
Furnished three bedroom apartment
available Fall quarter. $480 includes
utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteon (CL108,
Box 171, ext. 8247 or 299-5182) for
more information.
Spacious, furnished one bedroom
apartment available Fall quarter.
$310 includes utilites. Contact Dr.
Ditteon (CL108, Box 171, ext. 8247
or 299-5182) for more information.
Five bedroom house, 1601 Chestnut.
Includes: Stove, Refrigerato, Washer/
Dryer, Curtains. $160/month +
utilities each. Available May 30. Call
232-2488.
BIB E BAPTIST HUR
Worship: Sun. 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m. College & Career
class: Sun. 9:30 a.m. 25th &
Margaret Avenue. Transportation
available 466-5144.
FOUND: one pair of headphones in
Speed parking lot on Sunday night,
March 23. Please contact x8742 to
claim.
MOO? lank#14=-44,40
Color TV, 19" Mitsubishi, Excellent
Condition: $50. Bike/Ski Racks for
Honda Accord: $50. Call 877-3090.
House for sale: 580 S. Brown. 4 BR
2-1/2 BA, 1/2-acre lot, 2366 sq. ft..
very large master suite, lots of
storage, near Meadows. Shown by
appointment, 235-7557.
Never-been-used Kenwood Power
but Rose's current situation
might as well be that of an
independent searching for a
conference. Is Rose shopping
for a cheap conference, or a
nearby conference, or the best
possible conference?
The SCAC is clearly the best
match for Rose. It has schools
of about the same athletic abil-
ity, reasonable academic qual-
ity, and a well established
athletic conference. Also, the
SCAC has a well established
and prominent women's ath-
letic conference. None of the
other possibilities offer as
much to Rose. If price were no
object, and the schools were
not as distant, there would be
no question that the SCAC is
amplifier, - model K AC624. Only
asking $120. For more information
call 299-9878 between 5:30-10 p.m.
87 Ford Escort, 4 door, only 79,000
miles, just $2495. 249-9859.
79 Ford F150 Pickup 2WD $2000.
235-9963.
1985 Honda Accord. $1200. One
owner. Cruise control, -AM/FM
cassette, new tires, timing belt,
master cylinder. Runs well. In good
condition. Call x8151.
Westetn Flyer Special Edition 10-
speed bike. Excellent condition. Book
rack on back. Padlock can be
provided. $40 or best offer. Call Chris
at 877-1358.
Soloflex exercise machine including
butterfly and leg attachments: $500.
Vitamaster Northern Trails Aerobic.
Skier including pulse rate monitor,
calorie monitor and timer: $150. Call
812-268-6285 after 5:30 p.m.
For Sale: Bodybuilding supplements
at 20% off of GNC price. Quality
products from Wieder, Twinlabs and
EAS including Phosphagen, HMB,
V2G, etc. Contact Joe between 5-11
p.m. at 832-9453 - for more
information.
MOUNTAIN BIKE FOR SALE!
New rim and cables. I'll throw in a
water bottle and seatpack, too. $40.
Call 235-2358 and ask for Dave. 
ItittiklitEDE11111
Local company seeks part-time
programmer to develop unique
manufacturing software. Applicant
should have demonstrable computer
skills and hopefully a knowledge of
the Paradox language. Contact
Michael McInerney.. ext. 8282 for
further particulars.
Looking for student interested in
earning extra money. Should have
coach expressed concern that
the money to be spent might be
better used to purchase new
equipment and to outfit new
women's programs. I agree.
A Rose-Hulman student
balked at having to spend
money on athletics which he
won't participate in. He
wishes that money be used to
purchase new computing
equipment for classes. He
thinks that's more important. I
agree.
But the real issue is not
whether we buy a new confer-
ence or the computers/equip-
ment/student aid. The
conference we are in is broken,
and has to be replaced. It's not
a question of whether to buy a
knowledge with installing telephone
jacks and basic knowledge of
Macintosh computers. Call evenings:
235-9015. Corrected Phone #.
Men/Women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT C200
Wanted!!! Individuals, Student
Organizations and Small Groups to
Promote SPRING BREAK TRIPS. Earn





Applications for Su nrayce
Concessions, June 19 & 20 are available
front Carol Wetherell in the Templeton
Building. Fee is $10.00 for non-profit
groups and $50.00 for Professional.
Professional groups applying before
March 15 get a free 1/8 page ad in the
Event Program.
Anyone interested in starting a Blues/
Jazz band, please notify. I wish to start a
band that combines Blues Brothers,
Dave Matthews Band, and Santana.
Need horns, guitars. and percussionist.
Contact, David.J.Svesko@rose-
hulinan.edu.
FREE-Previously rented movies. Send
SASE for list to PO Box 92128-CA.
Industry, CA 9-1715 or visit http://
www.geocities.com/hollywood/6038.
Farewell Picnic -- Saturday, May 3, 5-8
p.m. Celebrate graduations, our
ministry together and the end of the
year with a cook-out off campus. Call
232-0186 by Friday, May 2 to register.
United Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th St.
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes front
pennies on $1. Delinquent tax, Repo's,
REO's. Your area. Toll free (1) 800.
new car or buy a new com-
puter; our car is broken and
must be replaced.
Like it or not, athletics
reflect a great deal upon a
school. Often, it is the athletes
of a small college that are its
only emissaries into the outside
academic world. Without a suc-
cessful athletic program, Rose
will have more difficulty com-
peting for quality students. I
know. I went to Illinois for two
years because Rose didn't have
a quality swimming program.
And I agree that academics
are more important, that the
teams need new equipment,
and that there are about a mil-
lion things that we would
rather spend money on than a
trip to San Antonio, Texas, but
if there is no local solution that
fits Rose's needs, then as a
school of excellence, we must
shop elsewhere. We may have
to travel farther, and we may
have to pay more.
Excellence is expensive.
If Rose-Hulman is truly
interested in a "Vision to be the
best," then it must adhere to it
in all aspects. A great educa-
tional facility must not only be
a proving ground for great
engineering education, it must
also embrace the humanities,
the arts, and athletics. It must
strive to enrich all aspects of
its students' lives.
Otherwise, all Rose will pro-
duce is a bunch of apathetic
engineers.
218-9000 ext. H-12168 for current
listings.
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches.
Cadillacs. Chevy's, BMW's. Cor-
vettes. Also Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-
12168 for current listings.
"MOM lir 
Sr Chem E interested in tutoring.
Available for MA, CM, CH classes.
Any costs negotiable. Call Dave at
232-7305.
umasesep,
The Rose Thorn offers classified
advertisements less than 30 words
free to Rose-Hulman students.
faculty, and student organizations.
For submissions of more than 30
words, each additional word is $0.10.
All other classified ads are $3.00 for
the first 30 words, then $0.15 for each
additional word. Payments must be
made in advance; corrections at our
expense on first week only.
The Thorn reserves the right to refuse
advertising which the editors judge to
be discriminatory on the basis of race.
religion or sexual orientation, or that
promotes violence, illegal activities
or is in bad taste.
Submissions may be made at the
Thorn office, through the Thorn Box
2034, by entail-ing thorn@rose-
hulman.edu. or by calling the Thorn
at ext. 8255. Deadline for
submissions is 5 p.m. the Wednesday
prior to publication. Runs over one
week must be renewed weekly by
contacting the Thorn office, unless
prior run arrangements have been
made.
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Engineers look to finish conference season strong
by Don Cole
Sports Reporter
Rose-Hulman passed the 20-
win mark for the seventh consec-
utive season with a double
header sweep of Marion and
improved to 21-8 with a non-
conference win over Wabash.
The 21-8 mark is the best overall
record in the ICAC, but the
Engineers are tied for fourth
with Anderson in the ICAC
standings with a 4-4 conference
record.
The Engineers face a crucial
double header at Manchester
Saturday and will finish the con-
ference season May 3 at Ander-
son. The Engineers also have a
doubleheader with Mt. St.
Joseph sChedled for Sunday, and
a doubleheader with Thomas
More has been added to the
Engineers home schedule for
May 4.
Rose-Hulman 3, Wabash 0
The Engineers defeated
Wabash on the strength of Matt






one as he shut-
out the Little
Giants for his
















was provided by Jeff Schweg-
man, who also scored twice in the
game. Marc McCullough,
Jimmy Costa and Brad Garrett
drove home the Engineers three
runs.
Rose-Hulman 12, Marian 2
Matt Sims throws another strike on his way to shutting
out Wabash Tuesday. Photo courtesy
The Engineers jumped out
quick in the opener of the double-
header and never relinquished the
lead as they took out Marion 12-
2.
Eric Tryon went the distance,
striking out nine while walking
of Darin Bryan




one in the second
inning and the other
in fourth.
Mike Krueger
started all the scor-
ing off by getting
beaned on the first
pitch of the inning.
McCullough
slapped a single and
advanced to third
on an error while
Krueger scored.
Both Costa and
Tryon knocked in a
run in the inning.
Chris Gates
scored the first run
of the four-run
Engineer fourth on
a wild pitch. Two consecutive tri-
ples by Costa and Tryon knocked in
the other four runs as Rose took a
7-1 lead into the fourth.
Costa knocked yet another extra-
base hit in the fourth to score
McCullough. Ryan Pownall pro-
ceeded to hit him in with a dou-
ble of his own. Garrett got a
couple of runs' home and Kreuger
scored the final Engineer run in
the fifth after getting hit by a
pitch again.
Rose-Hulman 8, Marian 2
The Engineers fought through
the drizzle that began in the first
to complete the sweep of Marian
by beating them 8-2.
The win came with a nasty
price, however, as outfielder Rob
Nichols suffered a broken thumb
and will be out for the remainder
of Rose's season.
Instead of spreading their runs
throughout the game, Rose came
from behind to score all eight
runs in the bottom of the fifth
inning, with Tryon delivering a
huge blow with a two-RBI triple.
Contributing two hits each to the
offense were Schwegman, Costa,
Gates, and Bryan Veale.
Track team gears up for ICAC Conference championships
by Ryan Loftus
Sports Reporter
At Viiii.unnc3 thc men's
track an field team placeu
second and the women third
to the host team and Dan-
ville. The men will look to
improve on last year's
third place finish and the
women their fifth at the
ICAC Championships this
Saturday at Wabash Col-
lege.
Arvont "The Thrill- Hill
was a double thriller in his
favorite events, winning the
100m and 200m with quick
times of 10.8 and 22.06 s.
Freshman Phil Reksel ran
the second fastest time in
school history in the 400m
to win the event in a blaz-
ing 48.53. This give him a
national provisional quali-
fying time in his second
event, after qualifying in
the 400m intermediate hur-
dles last week in Atlanta.
Head coach Bill Welch
commented on their perfor-
mances,
"Arvont and Phil really
had a good day. It should be
a confidence builder for
them going into the Confer-
ence."
The two also ran legs on
the winning 4x100 relay
team. The team won in a
credible time of 43.36.
Welch praised several
other sprinters as well.
"Tony Hinkle showed
signs of coming back with a
good 200m. It was good to
see Sean Stoughton have a
good day in the 100, 200
and 4x100m relay going
into the Conference."
Other first places on
the men's side came from
Mark Dudley in the high
jump at 6'5", Damien
Robinson in the 110m
high hurdles, and Ryan
Loftus in the triple jump.
Tim Rooney turned in a
personal best in the 800m
to place second with a
fine time of 2:00.7.
Beth Nixon and Kasey
Arthur picked up two
first places for the
women in the shot put
(31' 6") and hammer
throw (85' 2") while Kate
Buchanan placed second
in the 800m.
Also on Saturday, Nate
Subbert had a fifth place
finish at Indiana State
with another provisional







1:00 Bomb vs. Pike 2
2:00 ATO vs. Speed
Division B
3:00 Party vs. Blumberg
Division C










4:45 Mees vs. Wisper
Division C
5:45 Pike vs. Cherubim
Softball
B Level, Division B
4:30 G.O.D. vs. ATO
4:30 Butter vs. Stix
5:30 Da Bomb vs. Mouse
2
3
B Level, Division C
4:30 Squad vs. Joe's 3
5:30 Speed vs. Fiji 1









5:30 Fiji vs. Local 69 W
5:30 Shoes vs. Home Ave. I
5:30 Pike I vs. Puberat 2
5:30 SN 1 vs. ATO 3
Basketball
Level A
7:00 Joe's vs. Home Ave.
8:00 ATO vs. Boys
8:00 Placenta vs. Bones
Level B, Division A
9:00 MFUIY vs. Pike 2
9:00 Champs vs. Deming
10:00 Fiji vs. IND 1
Level B, Division B
10:00 Smack vs. Bomb
7:00 Trojans vs. Nuts
7:00 END 2 vs. Joes
Level C
8:00 Taxi vs. Scharp
8:00 Apathy vs. Crusaders
9:00 Pike 4 vs. Mees














Arvont Hill receives the baton from Tony Hinkle during a relay.
Photo courtesy of Darin Bryan


































Presented by Blue Key in coordination with Rose
clubs and academic departments
Saturday, May 3
Highlights—Bridge Busting, Mousetrap Cars, Aerial
Robotics Club, Solar Phantom, and many more.
Aphil
B Level, Division. A
4:30 Spice vs. Bomb
4:30 Balzac vs. Runners
4:30 Mees vs. Pansies
1
2
3
